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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate two algorithms for the feasibility of 

object recognition on mobile devices. The majority of this paper is based upon 

the work by Lowe (1999, 2004) with the SIFT algorithm and a discussion 

regarding the DAISY algorithm by Tola et al. (2010), evaluating the key aspects 

of the algorithm and whether it could be a used on mobile devices.  

The SIFT algorithm has been implemented to run on a desktop machine and an 

Android-based mobile device to test the feasibility of object detection. The 

implementation for the desktop was done for a comparative study between the 

mobile device and the desktop computer. Source-code of the implementation on 

the desktop and the Android platform can be found at:  

https://github.com/iancornelius/SIFT-Android 

The results from the outcome found that the task of object recognition on mobile 

devices is feasible. Further work to be carried out would be the implementation 

and evaluation of DAISY on the desktop and Android mobile-device to compare 

whether DAISY can improve the results gained on single-core devices. Another 

aspect could be how threading would affect the results especially with the 

computation on the extraction of descriptors from images being done 

simulataneously. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Mobile devices are now widely available to consumers on the market and 

consist of hardware that can adequately handle graphically intensive games. 

Can these devices handle the processing of computer-vision algorithms to 

detect an object from an image in an adequate time? 

Content-based retrieval is becoming increasingly popular with consumers, who 

want the ability to use their camera on their mobile device to extract further 

knowledge about an object from their surroundings. The ability for a consumer 

to hold their phone up at an object and receive useable data is becoming 

prevalent, such as the ability to scan an object and find a shop or website to 

purchase the item, as done by applications such as Google Goggles. 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 

The paper will be discussing and evaluating two computer-vision algorithms, 

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) by Lowe (1999, 2004) and DAISY by 

Tola et al. (2008). The hypothesis of the paper is to consider whether the two 

algorithms can be used on a mobile-device and their feasibility used for object-

recognition and detection. Research of the two algorithms will include a 

discussion and evaluation of the separate algorithms with a conclusion on the 

time-scale of locating keypoints of interest from a scene, and the extraction of 

descriptors. 

Based upon the conclusion from the evaluation of the two algorithms, one of 

these algorithms will be implemented for the mobile and desktop platform. 

Implementing the algorithm for both of these platforms will ensure that the 

results obtained can be cross-referenced to determine whether it is feasible to 

compute computer-vision algorithms on a mobile device in an optimal amount of 

time. 
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1.2 Structure of the Report 

1.2.1 Chapter 2 – Object Recognition 

Chapter two will go into detail regarding the different components of an object 

recognition system and how using the system can assist in the detection of an 

object from an image scene. The different types of features that can be 

detected are also explored and discussed how these varying types, along with 

other factors, can add to the complexity of the object recognition task. 

A brief overview of three applications available on the marked for augmented 

reality and object recognition are evaluated and discussed with how the 

inclusion of this technology on mobile devices has been used to enrich the 

users’ experience of owning a mobile device. 

1.2.2 Chapter 3 – Descriptors 

Chapter three will provide a brief explanation of the different terminology that 

will be used in this paper, and how they are also used in research papers by 

other authors. 

The second part of this chapter will provide an overview the different types of 

descriptors that can be generated with the use of different algorithms and two 

algorithms are evaluated and discussed in detailed regarding their introduction 

to the computer-vision field and how these algorithms are beneficial over pre-

existing computer-vision algorithms. 

The final section of the chapter will discuss different frameworks and methods 

that are available for improving the performance of feature detection and 

descriptor extraction algorithms used. The two processes are discussed in 

detail with how these can be applied to pre-existing algorithms to increase the 

accuracy and reliability whilst also decreasing the dimensionality of the 

descriptor. 

1.2.3 Chapter 4 –Experimental Design 

Chapter four will discuss the different stages to the construction and 
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implementation of the two algorithms for the personal computer and mobile-

device version. The choice of platform is discussed, with reasoning behind why 

this platform has been used and the different frameworks and libraries required 

for assisting in the development of the algorithms on this platform. 

1.2.4 Chapter 5 – Implementation of the Algorithm 

Chapter five will provide an overview to the algorithms that have been 

implemented and how the proposed frameworks and libraries have been used 

to assist in construction of the two versions of the algorithm for a personal 

computer and mobile device. 

The relevant sections for the algorithms chosen will discuss how the methods 

implemented are used to detect an object from a scene, with an explanation of 

the different algorithms that have also been used for the matching process and 

homography processing. 

1.2.5 Chapter 6 – Evaluation of the Implemented Algorithm 

Chapter six will go into detail regarding the construction of a test plan to test the 

performance of the algorithms on multiple devices. An evaluation of the test 

results from each device will also be discussed with the results displayed in a 

tabular form as well as graphs to show a comparison of how each experiment 

performed on the different devices. 

1.2.6 Chapter 7 – Conclusion and Further Work 

Chapter seven will discuss the conclusion that has arose from the experiment 

that has been conducted on the implemented algorithms and whether there is 

any future work that has arose during the research and evaluation of the 

algorithm. 
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Chapter 2. Object Recognition 
The process of recognising an object from a scene can be viewed as a system. 

Nagabhushana (2005) discuss the different components that can be used to 

form an object recognition system that can be used to locate objects from a 

scene image, Figure 1 shows the different components that make up an object 

recognition system. 

 

Figure 1 - Components of an object recognition system depicted by Nagabhushana (2005) 

A model-base is used by the system to assist in the recognition of an object 

from the scene. This model base is a collection of descriptors that are the 

details of an object that may exist within the scene; these descriptors are then 

compared to descriptors that have been extracted from the scene to determine 

a hypothesis for the object that may exist within the scene.  

The model-base of this system is organised using an index scheme, this index 

scheme can facilitate the elimination of an unlikely match from consideration. 

Descriptors can be constantly added to the model-base over a period of time to 

increase the robustness and ensure that a match can be found a majority of the 

time and this can therefore increase the efficiency of the task at hand (this may 

also lead to an increase in computation time). 

Once a hypothesis has been formed an assigner is used to assign the 

likelihoods of a match to an object. These likelihoods are based upon the 

descriptors from the model-base and assists in reducing the search space of 

the recogniser. This will increase the efficiency of the of the recognition task by 

the hypothesis verifier.  

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the 
thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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The role of the verifier is to verify that the hypothesis that was originally 

proposed is correct by comparing the hypothesis to the object descriptors in the 

model base. The likelihoods that were applied earlier are then refined, and the 

object with the highest likelihood is selected by the system as being a correct 

match. 

2.1 Different Types of Features 

Nagabushana (2005) discuss the different variety of features that may be found 

from a scene. These include global, local or rational features and the type of 

feature that is detected is dependant upon the regions or boundaries that may 

exist within the image. Nagabushana makes an assumption in this instance that 

a region or closed boundary can be considered as a reference to or part of an 

object from the scene. 

Global features are characteristics of regions from an image. These 

characteristics can be the area perimeter, a Fourier descriptor or image 

moments. Global features are obtained by considering all the points within a 

region, or the points that exist only within the boundary of a region.  

Mercimek et. al (2005) discuss that local features are located on the boundary 

of an object, or they can represent a distinguishable small area of a region. 

Some commonly used local features are curvature, boundary segments, or 

corners. Lisin et al. (2005) discuss a disadvantage with local features, where 

the differing numbers of features points that are gained from each image can 

make the comparison of images increasingly difficult. However, an advantage to 

using the local features is the ability to recognise an object with a large amount 

of occlusion, they also do not require the objects to be segmented from the 

background, unlike features that are based upon texture. 

Rational features are based upon the relative positions of different entities, 

which are regions, closed contours or local features. Rational features generally 

include the distance between the features in an image and relative orientation 

measurements, these types of features are useful for defining composite 
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objects using many regions or local features within an image. 

2.2 Complexity of Object Recognition 

The task of object recognition can be a complex procedure and the demand on 

a devices resources for computation can vary. There are different factors that 

would need to be considered for the task at hand such as scene constancy, 

image-model spaces and the amount of objects within the scene and model-

base. 

Scene constancy refers to the complexity of a scene; this complexity is 

dependent upon the different conditions of the captured image. Conditions such 

as the viewpoint of the object, background or illumination changes and the 

conditions of the captured images compared to the model-base can impact the 

efficiency and reliability of the extraction of descriptors. In some instances, an 

image may be obtained in a way that a three-dimensional object can be 

considered as a two-dimensional object, in this instance using two-dimensional 

characteristics to represent these models. If the model is three-dimensional and 

there is a perspective changes from the scene then these changes cannot be 

ignored and this can therefore increase the complexity of the task. 

Another scenario that can increase the complexity of the task is that the model 

base will consist a finite amount of descriptors, 𝑛. However, if 𝑛 is too small 

then the formation of a hypothesis may not be required. Therefore, the amount 

of effort then spent on the selection of appropriate features from an image for 

the object recognition task will increase rapidly if a larger amount of objects 

were present in the image.  

If the amount of objects that are present in the image is smaller (i.e. only one 

object exists), then the difficulty of finding the object from the image is 

negligible. However, if 𝑛 becomes too large and occlusion occurs then it 

becomes increasingly difficult to recognize the objects due to the obstruction 

from other objects in the same scene. 
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2.3 Pre-existing Applications on Mobile Platforms 

Mobile devices are constantly evolving and are becoming increasingly powerful 

every iteration. With current widely available mobile devices being as capable 

as desktop computers were just a year ago, processor intensive applications 

such as image analysis are becoming more prevalent. These same devices are 

equipped with numerous technologies such as high-resolution cameras, 

location-sensors, gyroscopes, accelerometers and dedicated graphic chips. 

These technologies make it possible to implement augmented reality (AR) 

applications on mobile devices, which are becoming increasing popular 

amongst the social media users. AR uses a type of target recognition, such as 

edge detection to overlay contextual information onto an object or scene, and 

applications such as Google Goggles, Layar and Aurasma based-applications 

are now available for use by the public.    

Google Goggles is marketed as an application that allows the public to capture 

a photograph of an object then use the Google search engine to find out further 

information. The application requires the use of a feature detector to detect the 

keypoints of interest from the image and a feature extractor is then used to 

convert these keypoints to create a descriptor of the key features. The extracted 

descriptors can then be compared with an online database of descriptors that 

are stored on an external server. Once an appropriate match has been located 

in the database then a description of the object is collected from the search 

engine and then displayed on the screen to the user, as shown in Fig. 2.  
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Figure 2. Google Goggles Results for Logo Searching 

Layar is an application that was introduced in 2009 and was one of the first 

applications to use AR technology on a mobile device. The application allows 

users to explore their physical surroundings by downloading a free application 

that is available on the Android or iOS application market. 

The application includes use of the GPS sensor and camera sensor to gain 

information from the user and then supply new information. For example, the 

GPS sensor can collect the geographical location of the user and with the use 

of a database can display information of the nearby restaurants and 

entertainment venues. This information can then be relayed onto the screen in 

the form of icons as depicted in Fig. 3. This is achieved by the using a feature of 

the application called ‘Geo Layers’, with this feature the user has the facility to 

search for different Geo Layers or to use a recommended layer by the 

application; there is also a selection of different layers included in the 

application, such as food and drink, entertainment, shopping and tourism.  

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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Figure 3. The use of Geo-Layers in action on the Layar application 

Layar Is also used by publishers to bring their publications to life and therefore 

allowing their consumers to interact with their magazine or other printed media. 

An image within the printed media can be bought to life by using the supplied 

application that can overlay different types of media such as video, 3D images 

or slideshows over pre-existing items on the printed media. This type of 

technology is similar in a way that is achieved by Aurasma and it gives the 

companies the ability a different method of distributing interactive content to 

their customers. An example of this technology being used is depicted in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4. Overlaying rich-media on printed media using the application Layar 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged 
version of the thesis can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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Aurasma is an application that can convert printed media into rich-content with 

the use of augmented reality technology. The software was first introduced to 

the public in 2010 and was created by the parent company Automony that was 

later acquired by HP in 2011. HP is currently using the technology for the 

creation of interactive photos with the use of an application known as HP Live 

Photo. The pretence of the application is similar to that of an application by 

Coventry University, but the key difference is that HP Live Photo can create its 

own printed media with a trigger image, which can then be sent to print to a HP-

branded printer. 

Aurasma is available in two platforms, a development kit or as an application on 

mobile devices. The software development kit is available for use by different 

companies so they can implement augmented reality into their own 

applications. Coventry University have used the Aurasma technology in 

billboard advertisements and a prospectus for students. The technology works 

by searching for a trigger image that will activate what is known as ‘auras’. 

Auras are contextual information that are classed as rich media, which is a term 

that refers to 3D models, animation, video, and web pages. In order to view the 

rich media of the billboard and prospectus Coventry University created their 

own application known as CU View, which is used for triggering the auras to 

view the rich media.  

The CU View application enables users to interact with the prospectus released 

by Coventry University, the application uses the Aurasma technology to display 

rich media for printed publications. The application analyses the printed media 

for a trigger image, highlighted in Fig. 5, which when activated will display rich 

media to the user. This rich media will be overlaid onto the printed media, as 

shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 5. The trigger image found within a 
prospectus that can be used by CU View. 

Figure 6. The rich-media that is overlaid onto 
the printed media. 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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Chapter 3. Computer Vision Algorithms 
Over the years different authors have come up with algorithms for the extraction 

of keypoints and creation of descriptors. Descriptors are a set of measurements 

that can be used for decision-making tasks, such as classification and similarity 

scoring. They are commonly used in the computer-vision field for object 

recognition tasks and augmented reality.  

Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) discuss that the simplest form of a descriptor is 

a vector of the image pixels. In order to determine a degree of similarity 

between these image pixels cross-correlation can be performed on the two 

vectors. 

𝑔[𝑖, 𝑗] = ℎ 𝑢, 𝑣 · 𝑓 𝑖 + 𝑢, 𝑗 + 𝑣
!

!!!!

!

!!!!

 

Equation 1. Cross-Correlation Equation 

Equation one shows the cross-correlation function that can be used in 

computer-vision. The equation consists of two inputs, an image 𝑓 and a kernel 

ℎ. The input image and kernel are convolved to create a new output image, 𝑔. 

This process is often computationally expensive due to the convolving being 

processed at each pixel location within the image and due to the increasing 

resolutions of images being obtained from cameras this can increase the 

computational time exponentially. 

Therefore this process of convolution is typically not found within the literature 

due to the high computational requirement. Therefore different algorithms have 

been introduced for matching descriptors to compute a similarity that are not as 

resource expensive. 

3.1 SIFT: Scale-Invariant Feature Transform 

Lowe (1999, 2004) first introduced the SIFT algorithm in 1999 and developed 

the algorithm further in 2004. Lowe introduced the algorithm to decrease the 

computational time of extracting keypoints from an image, mentioning that his 
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algorithm was able to extract 2000 features from a 500 by 500 pixel image. 

Lowe managed to achieve this by using a four-staged approach, scale-space 

extrema detection, keypoint localisation, orientation assignment, and keypoint 

descriptor. 

The scale-space extrema is the first stage of computation and is where a 

search is performed on the different scales and image locations. This whole 

procedure is efficient due to the use of the difference-of-Gaussian function to 

identify the potential keypoints of interest that are invariant to rotation and scale. 

Upon locating these keypoints, each candidate location is assed using a 

detailed model to determine the location and scale of the keypoint.  

These keypoints of interest are selected from this stage based upon their 

stability. The stable keypoints are then assigned of one or more orientations 

that are based upon the local image gradient direction. Any future operations 

that are performed are then relative to the assigned orientation, scale and 

location for each of the features, therefore providing invariance to these 

transformations. Once these transformations have been completed then the 

descriptors are extracted from measuring the local image gradients at the 

selected scale in the region around the keypoints. These gradients are the 

basis of the descriptor that has bee extracted and are then invariant to shape 

distortion and any changes in illumination. 

Future work by authors, such as Tao et al. (2010), suggest improvements to the 

SIFT algorithm. Tao proposed two methods that can increase the recognition of 

objects in a scene, the first method proposing the use of grey-scale images and 

then computing descriptors using different histograms or region shapes. The 

second method proposed by Tao is the inclusion of images using colour scales 

HSV or RGB. 

A variant of SIFT, PCA-SIFT, and a similar algorithm Gradient Location and 

Orientation Histogram (GLOH) uses the aforementioned improvement of using 

grey-scale images to increase the accuracy and efficiency of object recognition. 

PCA-SIFT by Ke and Sukthankar (2004) developed the algorithm to increase 
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the speed and accuracy of computation. To achieve this the authors applied 

principal component analysis (PCA) to the normal gradient patch. The authors 

mention that PCA is a standard technique to reduce the dimensionality of the 

descriptors, and is a simple technique to apply. 

GLOH by Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) was designed to increase the 

robustness and distinctiveness of the SIFT algorithm. To achieve this the 

location grid was changed and similar to PCA-SIFT, PCA was used in order to 

reduce the dimensionality of the descriptor. The location grid of the SIFT 

algorithm is substituted for a log-polar location grid that consisted of three bins 

in a radial direction and eight bins in an angular direction, resulting in seventeen 

location bins. These improvements by just using grey-scale images and a 

different histogram increased the efficiency, reliability and accuracy of the SIFT 

algorithm with an invariance to rotation and illumination changes. 

The second method proposed the use of colour images in the HSV and RGB 

colour scale. With the introduction of colour images the descriptors have an 

increased variance to illumination and discriminative power. Sande et al. (2010) 

evaluated the use of colour descriptors, the authors conclude that the use of 

colour images for generating descriptors is invariant to light intensity 

fluctuations and light colour differences, all of which can affect the object and 

scene recognition, they also mention that colour descriptors can be 

advantageous in the automated recognition of individual objects. 

3.2 DAISY 

The DAISY algorithm was introduced in 2008 by Tola et al. and the authors 

were inspired by the SIFT and GLOH algorithms. The algorithm was created to 

retain the robustness of the aforementioned algorithms, but decrease the time 

taken for computation; DAISY was further enhanced as discussed in a paper by 

Tola et al. (2010). 

Tola et al. managed to reduce the computation time of the algorithm by 

ensuring that any repeated process was minimised. Repeated processes such 
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as computing local regions and any neighbouring regions that consisted of 

descriptors that were common with each other multiple times were reduced to 

one cycle and further reductions were also made in the computation of the 

histogram for each region, with the histogram only being computed once. 

DAISY has been described as being beneficial due to the reduction on the 

reliance of high-resolution images. Comparable results to that of other 

algorithms can be achieved using fewer images that are at a lower resolution 

and with the use of lower resolution images this means that there is a far less 

number of pixels that require computing and this therefore enables DAISY to 

use larger image patches that are stable under any perspective changes that 

may occur within the image. Whereas SIFT and GLOH use weighted sums of 

gradient norms, DAISY uses convolutions of the original image with several 

oriented derivatives of Gaussian filters, this supplies the same invariance as the 

aforementioned algorithms but is more efficient for dense matching. 

In order to extract descriptors, DAISY takes an input image and computes eight 

orientation maps,  𝐺, for each map a quantised direction. 𝐺!(𝑢, 𝑣) is equal to the 

image gradient for location (𝑢, 𝑣) for the direction 𝑜 if it is greater than zero 

otherwise it is equal to zero. This will preserve the polarity of the intensity 

change. 

Each orientation map created by DAISY is convolved several times with 

Gaussian kernels with different values to obtain the convolved orientation maps 

for the different sized regions recursively. Recursively computing these maps 

can increase the efficiency of the DAISY algorithm. For each pixel location, 

DAISY consists of a vector made from the convolved orientation maps that are 

located on concentric circles centred on the location. The amount of Gaussian 

smoothing is proportional to the radius of the circles, this is denoted by ℎ!(𝑢, 𝑣) 

where ℎ!  being the vector that consists of values at location (𝑢, 𝑣) in the 

orientation map after the Gaussian convolution of standard deviation: 

ℎ! 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐺!! 𝑢, 𝑣 ,… ,𝐺!! 𝑢, 𝑣 ! 
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The vector ℎ!(𝑢, 𝑣) is normalised to unit norm and is denoted by, ℎ!(𝑢, 𝑣). The 

normalisation is performed independently in each histogram to represent pixels 

near the occlusions correctly. Tola, Lepetit and Fua (2008) mention that if the 

descriptor was normalised as a whole, then the descriptors of the same point 

that is close to an occlusion would be different in two images. The full DAISY 

descriptor 𝒟 𝑢!, 𝑣!  for location (𝑢!, 𝑣!) is defined as a concatenation of ℎ 

vectors. 

Unlike other algorithms such as SIFT, DAISY uses a circular grid due to the 

better localisation properties. Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) discusses that 

using a circular grid ensures a smooth changing descriptor along the rotation 

axis and can increase the overlap of the grids which in turns can make the 

descriptor more robust to a point. Using a circular grid is also advantageous in 

the computing at any orientation, as the sampling grid can be rotated without 

the need to re-compute convolved orientation maps. On the other hand, the 

histograms will be required to shift circularly but the authors suggest that the 

operation can be implemented efficiently and any overhead is insignificant. 

3.3 Evaluation of SIFT, DAISY and Other Algorithms 

A comparative study by the authors Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) evaluated 

several different algorithms that are used for feature extraction from an image. 

The criteria for evaluation was the precision of recall that were based upon the 

number of correct matches and the number of false matches that were obtained 

for an image pair. 

A correct-positive match shown in Equation 2 is a match where two keypoints 

correspond to the same location within the image. 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =   
number  of  correct-positives
total  number  of  positives  

Equation 2. Equation to show the correct-positive match of two keypoints 

The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 1 and it can be seen that the 

performance of SIFT came second in comparison to its derivative, Gradient 
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Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH). As mentioned before, GLOH is an 

algorithm that is based upon SIFT and is refined by using more spatial regions 

for its histograms, and this therefore can be the reason as to why the amount of 

correct matches to its neighbours is higher than SIFT.  

Table 1 - Results of Experiment by Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) 

Another derivative of SIFT was also included in the comparative study, PCA-

SIFT. As the name suggest, principal component analysis has been applied to 

this derivative of SIFT to reduce the dimension of the descriptor. However, it fell 

short to the amount of correct matches that SIFT achieved, although the 

precision of its matches was marginally higher at 0.65 versus 0.56 of the SIFT 

algorithm, this result could be due to the lower dimensionality of the SIFT 

descriptor. 

Juan and Gwun (2009) held a different study whereby they compared the SIFT 

algorithm along with PCA-SIFT and Speeded-Up Robust Feature (SURF). The 

authors used a pre-defined data set of images that consisted of the following 

distortions: scale changes, image rotation, image blur, illumination changes and 

affine transformations. This data set was used to look at the computation time 

of extracting the descriptors, the results of which can be seen in Table 2. 

 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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Table 2 - Conclusion of the Experiments by (Juan and Gwun 2009) 

Juan and Gwun concluded that the SIFT algorithm although slow at extracting 

the descriptors and the matching of features within images with illumination 

changes, is very good at detecting features within images that consist of scale, 

rotation and blurred changes with little illumination issues. However, in 

comparison it was the SURF algorithm that proved to be the faster algorithm at 

extraction descriptors but was proven to be weak with any rotation. With this 

information, it becomes apparent that there is no best algorithm for extracting 

and matching features, with each algorithm having their own benefits and 

weaknesses. Therefore, it would depend upon the basis of the application and 

the use of said application, in which algorithm would be the best to use. 

Mikolajczyk and Schmid (2005) also discuss the use of a 3D histogram by SIFT 

that consists of two dimensions, one for image spatial and the other for image 

gradient direction. These histograms are computed over the local regions that 

are centred upon the key feature points, and each pixel from this local region 

will contribute towards the histogram that is dependant upon that location. This 

makes the SIFT algorithm computationally expensive in comparison to the 

newer algorithm DAISY. 

DAISY can minimise the computation by the computing of the histograms that 

are only common to that of the nearby descriptors, no more than once. In their 

paper, Tola et al. compared the DAIY algorithm to SIFT on a selection of 

images with varying resolutions. 

Tola, Lepetit and Fua (2010) compared the DAISY algorithm and the SIFT 

algorithm on multiple images with varying resolutions. Three different 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis can 
be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry University.
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resolutions were used and the results of the SIFT and DAISY algorithm are 

shown in the Table 3. 

Table 3 - Computation Time in Seconds on an IBM T60 Laptop 

Image Size DAISY (Seconds) SIFT (Seconds) 

800x600 3.8 252 

1024x768 6.5 432 

1280x960 9.8 651 

 

There is a significant difference of computational time between DAISY and the 

SIFT algorithm. An image with a resolution of 800 x 600 pixels the DAISY 

algorithm computation time was 3.8 seconds, this was a decrease of 98% from 

the time that it had taken the SIFT algorithm to extract the descriptors. 

However, there is an increasing trend in the computational time if the image 

resolution was increased; this is expected to happen due to the amount of the 

pixels increasing within each image. 

Figure 7 shows the error rates for the DAISY algorithm in comparison with 

SIFT, SURF, NCC and Pixel Difference algorithms. From the results it can be 

seen that the DAISY algorithm performed the best in the correct pixel 

percentage, with SIFT following behind it. The difference between DAISY and 

the SIFT algorithm for correct pixel percent is almost a 10% increase in 

accuracy for object recognition. 
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Figure 7 Error Rates for the DAISY Algorithm 

3.4 Improving Performance and Efficiency of Descriptors 

There are feature extraction algorithms available in the public domains that 

have a high computational cost. Numerous authors have proposed different 

ways to increase the efficiency of the extraction of features, whilst also retaining 

the robustness and reliability of the algorithms. In this section the Winder 

Descriptor Pipeline is discussed in detail and how the implementation of this 

framework can lead to a reduction in the dimensionality of the descriptors and a 

decrease in the computational complexity. 

The Winder Descriptor Pipeline is a framework designed by Winder and Brown 

(2007) that is to be used in conjunction with pre-existing feature extraction 

algorithms such as SIFT, GLOH and later DAISY as discussed by Tola et al. 

(2010). The framework is a generic descriptor algorithm that can generate low 

dimensionality descriptors, and the descriptors produced by this framework are 

computationally efficient to produce and have a low storage footprint, which can 

be advantageous for mobile devices that are limited on storage capacity and 
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processing power. 

The pipeline was further expanded in 2009 by Winder, Hua and Brown (2009) 

where the framework was used in conjunction with the DAISY algorithm. The 

DAISY configuration was focused by the authors due to the use of a Gaussian 

pooling approach that is best used for designing discriminative local image 

descriptors, and that these descriptors can also be computed efficiently for 

sparse and dense processing. 

The framework of the descriptor pipeline is split into four processing stages: 

pre-smoothing, transformation, and spatial pooling and post normalisation as 

shown in Figure 9. 

Pre-‐Smoothing Transformation
(T-‐Block)

Spatial	  Pooling
(S-‐Block)

Post-‐
Normalisation
(N-‐Block)

Input	  Image Descriptor

 

Figure 8. Winder's Descriptor Pipeline 

Winder and Brown (2007) selected two descriptors to act as a reference for a 

comparative study. The authors selected a 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor 

and normalised sum squared differences (NSSD). Due to SIFT being a 

parameter based algorithm, the authors used the following values, which were 

obtained from their learning algorithm. 

Table 4 - Parameter Values for SIFT Algorithm 

Parameter Value 

Gaussian Smoothing 2.7 pixels 

Width of Descriptor 
Footprint 28.7 pixels 

Threshold for 
Normalization 0.154 

 

The NSSD algorithm also required the input of values for its parameters and 

was also optimised from the authors learning algorithm, which was used to 

optimise the performance of the framework. 
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Table 5 - Parameter Values for NSSD Algorithm 

Parameter Value 

Gaussian Smoothing 2.6 pixels 

Centered Gaussian 
Windowing 24.3 pixels 

 

The descriptors were then constructed using the framework and with the 

specified values to evaluate the performance. Winder et al. (2007) used a 

dataset that consisted of match and non-match pairs. The measurements of the 

results were based upon measuring the distance between the descriptor 

vectors using the Euclidean distance. This would form two histograms of a 

value for all matching and non-matching cases that exist in the data set. Using 

these formed histograms, the authors are able to integrate them and create a 

ROC curve to plot the fraction of all true matches against the incorrectly 

detected matches. The area that is underneath the ROC curve is then 

computed to give a final measurement of the descriptors performance. The 

choice of ROC curves was used due to the robust and generic results that are 

obtained. 

In order to test the descriptors, Winder et al. (2007) used the different 

transformation methods from the transformation stage with two different spatial 

pooling methods. The first set of results obtained were based upon the vector 

length  𝑘 = 4. The results of this experiment are displayed in Table 6.  

The results of the experiment shown are measured in percentage of error rates, 

where there was a 96% detection rate. The numbers in the brackets next to the 

error rate are the dimensions of the descriptor. The two pooling methods 

selected were S1-17 and S2-17, with them representing SIFT-like and GLOH-

like summation regions respectively. 

The GLOH-like summation region (S2-17) overall produced the better results 

than the SIFT-like (S1-16) counterpart. When using the T4 transformation 

method, S2-17 achieved a 4.8% error rate, whereas with S1-16 the error rate 
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that was achieved was 8.6%, almost double that of the GLOH-like summation 

region. Winder et. al (2007) mention that S2-17 has a better result due to the 

larger dimensionality of the descriptor, or due to the parameters that were used. 

S2-17 also performed well in the T1a transformation method when the gradient 

vectors were evaluated with four orientation directions. The error rate for this 

method was 3.9% in comparison to S1-16, which achieved an error rate of 

6.5%.  

Table 6 - Error-rates of Winders Pipeline Descriptors 

 S1-16 
(SIFT-Like) 

S2-17 
(GLOH-Like) 

T1a 

 
Gradient, 4 orientations 

6.51 (64) 3.92 (68) 
 

T2a 

 
Gradient, rectified into 4 bins 

7.27 (64) 4.44 (68) 
 

T3a 

 
2nd Order Filter Magnitude, 4 orientations 

17.32 (64) 11.86 (68) 
 

T3b 

 
4th Order Filter Magnitude, 4 Orientations 

17.80 (64) 14.50 (68) 
 

T4 

 
Rectified Isotropic DoG Filters 

8.60 (64) 4.81 (68) 
 

T7 

 
Intensity Values Quantized at 4 levels 

15.77 (64) 10.88 (68) 
 

 

Comparing the two transformation methods (T4 and T1a) it is apparent that the 

T1a has a better performance rate, which is also apparent for all the methods of 

the transformation stage. 

The transformation methods T3a and T3b provided poor results when the 

magnitudes of quadratic responses were used, with the authors expecting 

better results. The S1-16 region had an error rate of 17.3% and 17.8% 

respectively, and the S2-17 performed better with 11.9% and 14.5% 
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respectively. Winder et. al (2007) mention that if the phase information had 

been maintained throughout the method then the steerable filters would have 

provided better results. 

 

Figure 9. ROC Curves for Results of Winder's Descriptor Pipeline 

The ROC Curves for the experiment are shown in Figure 10. The graph plots 

the incorrect match fraction against the correct match fraction. The results for 

S2-17 on transformation methods: T1a, T2a, and T4 all out performed the SIFT 

algorithm, include the summation region S1-16. These results were obtained 

from descriptors that were generated with a lower dimensionality (S1-16 – 64, 

and S2-17 – 68) to that of the SIFT algorithm that creates descriptors with a 

dimension of 128. 

For the experiments, the authors increased the length of vector  𝑘 by four, to 

eight dimensions and then subsequently to sixteen dimensions. By increasing 

the vector length it also caused the size of the descriptors dimension to 
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increase. However, S2-17 still performed well for a larger dimension but in the 

transformation stage T7 the increase in the dimensionality of the descriptors 

provided poorer results. The T7 method relies upon the image intensities, with 

an increase in quantisation levels this could have led to a greater dependence 

on inter-patch brightness variations, despite the method using a bias and gain 

normalisation. 

Winder et al (2007) concluded overall that his descriptor pipeline framework 

increased the performance in the generation of descriptors from pre-existing 

algorithms. The computing of these descriptors were all performed in a 

computation efficient method, with the resulting descriptors having a low 

dimensionality weight. However, the authors do mention that the results for the 

transformation method T3 can improve with the maintenance of the phase 

information and log-polar summation.  
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Chapter 4. Experimental Design 
The chosen algorithm for implementation based from the conclusion of the 

literature review is the SIFT algorithm by David Lowe (2004). In order to 

implement the algorithm for a mobile operating system and a desktop operating 

system different frameworks and libraries will be required. 

The chosen platform for evaluation of the SIFT algorithm will be the Android 

operating system. The open-source nature of the Android platform makes it 

easier for developers to create applications and test their work without requiring 

a subscription fee or the need to purchase a license in order to develop for the 

operating system. 

The Android operating system can be found on a vast selection of devices such 

as mobile phones and tablets as well as televisions, game consoles and digital 

cameras. With this vast selection of platforms, the Android platform is popular 

with companies due to its low-cost and the ability to customise the platform to 

suit their needs. However, because of this reason it has lead to a fragmentation 

of the operating system. A severe case of fragmentation occurred with the 

release of Android 3.0 (Honeycomb), which was released primarily for tablets 

only, whilst Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) continued solely for mobile devices. This 

meant that two Android platforms were running in conjunction with one another, 

which caused a major implication for developers as the Honeycomb framework 

bought in several changes that were not available on the Gingerbread platform 

which meant that some applications built for the Honeycomb framework were 

not backward compatible with Gingerbread. 

This fragmentation of the operating system ceased upon the release of Android 

4.0 (Ice-Cream Sandwich). This fragmentation however, still exists by the 

different companies applying their own user-interface to the platform. This 

process, commonly known as ‘skinning’, means that companies are unable to 

push new updates of the Android operating system to users’ straight away as 

they are required to implement their own changes to the operating system 

which can add time to the deployment of the new update to users.  
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Fragmentation of the operating system as aforementioned can cause 

implications for a developer. For example, on one device you may have full 

access to the camera module, but on another device you may not be able to 

access the camera module (and this was made apparent on the Sony Xperia Z 

Ultra). These implications can hinder the development of an algorithm that 

could work across a multitude of devices without ensuring a test plan is used to 

cover multiple devices by different brands. 

4.1 Android Architecture 

The Android platform is used on a great variety of devices, all with different 

architectures, and clock speeds. Access to this large range of devices can 

assist in testing the feasibility of object recognition using SIFT. The different 

architectures for each device can affect the computational time of locating the 

keypoints from an image, whilst also affecting the time to extract the descriptors 

from the image based upon these keypoints. 

The architecture present on the range of Android devices include the ARM 

architectures: ARMv6, ARMv7, ARMv7a, and ARMv8a, as well as the Intel’s 

own ARM-based architecture Saltwell and Silvermont. Comparing this to the 

iPhone, which throughout its existence has been based upon three different 

architectures: ARMv7, ARMv7a and ARMv8a, means that Android would make 

a prime candidate to evaluate SIFT. 

4.2 Frameworks and Libraries 

The evaluation of the SIFT algorithm requires the use of different frameworks 

and libraries. The OpenCV library and Android platform development kits are 

required for the aiding the evaluation of the algorithms and the development of 

the graphical user interface (GUI) on the mobile device. 

The algorithm will be implemented using C++, due to the computational benefit 

of using native code. The computation of native code is faster in comparison to 

Java that requires the use of a compiler to convert the byte-code produced by 

Java to native code. Using C++ can also improve cross-platform compatibility, 
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as the language is dependent upon the type of architecture that is being used 

during the compilation. Therefore, it is more likely used by developers looking at 

image analysis due to the cross-platform compatibility and the raw speed of 

executing the native methods. 

If Java was to be used for the implementation of the algorithm, upon the 

execution of the application the byte-code is interpreted to native-code for 

deployment on the mobile-device, the interpretation of the byte-code to native 

code can provide a delay to the performance of the algorithm. However, Java 

will be used for the construction of the GUI due to the reliance upon XML files 

for construction of the layout for the interface. The Java source-code will 

interpret the identification names used for the XML widgets to supply the 

buttons and image views with methods to perform different task.   

4.2.1 Android Native Development Kit 

The Android Native Development Kit (NDK) is a collection of tools that are 

necessary for the compilation of native code into a library that can be used by 

Java (Google Developer 2014). The library can be seen as a companion tool to 

the software development kit, it can be used to build performance-critical 

portions of an application in native code. 

The NDK can assist in the re-use of code that will be implemented for the 

desktop version, by linking the code into a library file that is then called by the 

Java code using a JNI mechanism. The library file will consist of the C++ source 

files that are required for use by the Java class. 

Documentation on the use of the NDK is available directly from Google, and will 

be used for the implementation of the algorithms. The NDK tool: ndk-build, will 

compile all libraries and source files into a library that will be used by the Java 

class to access the methods within the code. The diagram in Figure 11, shows 

the different types of an Android application, and the layers to each type. The 

diagram shows the different levels of the SDK, represented in green and NDK 

which is represented in blue. 
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Figure 10. Different Android Application Types 

The NDK also provides a set of cross-tool chains, which are different compilers 

and linkers that are available to generate the ARM binaries across UNIX and 

Windows based systems. 

4.2.2 Android Software Development Kit 

The Android Software Development Kit consists of libraries and tools that aid 

the development of an Android application (Google Developers 2014). The SDK 

is made up of different packages, some of which are: SDK platform, 

documentation, SDK tools, and SDK platform-tools. The SDK tools contain the 

tools that are required for debugging and testing the developed application. 

These tools are used in conjunction with the SDK platform-tools that are 

platform dependent for each version of Android. 

Development for Android requires the use of an integrated development 

environment (IDE). The chosen IDE for this project is NetBeans, which required 

the use of a third-party plugin to assist in developing for Android. The plugin 

enables NetBeans to use the SDK tools and platform-tools to build and deploy 

the application to an Android device for evaluation and debugging. 

4.2.3 OpenCV Libraries 

OpenCV is a collection of programming functions that are primarily used in the 

design of applications that compute real-time computer vision. The libraries 

Android	  Applica,on	  

Java	  Framework	   JNI	  

Na,ve	  Libraries	  
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were developed in C++ and are cross-platform compatible and can be used 

with the Windows or UNIX platforms. With the libraries having compatibility with 

the UNIX platforms this means that the libraries are available for use on Android 

and iOS platforms. 

The OpenCV libraries are vast, and include numerous implementations of 

different algorithms for keypoint detection and feature extraction. An 

implementation of the SIFT algorithm is available in the library, but only for the 

desktop variant and not the Android library. The SIFT algorithm can be found in 

the ‘non-free’ folder for the desktop library, but for the Android library the 

algorithm is not available due to a patent and copyright placed upon the 

algorithm. However, for the purpose of the research the SIFT algorithm can be 

cross-compiled from the desktop OpenCV library to work with Android and 

therefore circumventing the issue. So long that the SIFT algorithm is not used 

commercially and only for research purposes, then no copyright infringement 

will occur.  
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Chapter 5. Implementation and Evaluation 
The chosen algorithm to be implemented for a desktop and mobile device was 

the SIFT algorithm. Lowe originally implemented the algorithm and Lowe’s 

implementation of the algorithm is available for download publically on the 

Internet, in the form of MATLAB scripts and C source code.  

To implement the algorithm for the purpose of this research the OpenCV 

libraries will be used. The OpenCV library includes a C++ implementation of 

SIFT that will be used for the development and as the implementation of SIFT in 

the OpenCV library only deals with the location of keypoints and the extraction 

of the descriptors, the process for matching descriptors between the object and 

the scene requires an alternative algorithm to be implemented.  

The original matching algorithm used by Lowe (2004), was the nearest 

neighbour, which defined keypoints with a minimum Euclidean distance. In 

order to efficiently index the nearest-neighbours, Lowe used the Best-Bin-First 

(BBF) algorithm, which returns an approximate closest neighbour with a high 

probability of a match.  

5.1 Desktop Implementation 

The development of the algorithm for a desktop computer used the QT 

framework in order to create an interface to load image and change certain 

parameters of the algorithm. 

Due to the SIFT algorithm already implemented in a pre-existing OpenCV 

library, the implementation is similar to that of the Android version and therefore 

the bulk of the discussion on the algorithm implementation will be discussed in 

the relevant section. This section will primarily discuss the implementation of the 

QT framework to load images, and change parameters of the SIFT algorithm. 

The pretence of the application is to take two images and compare the images 

to see if object X exists in scene Y, therefore the application will require two 

images to be loaded, an image of an object and an image of a scene. In order 
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to handle the loading of these images the ‘FileDialog’ class supplied by the QT 

framework was used, as seen in the snippet of code below. 

void%mGUI::loadObjectImg()%{%
%%%%objectImgPath%=%QFileDialog::getOpenFileName(%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%this,%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%/*%Window%Name%*/%%%%%%%tr("Select%Object%Image"),%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%/*%Director%Path%*/%%%%%PATH,%%
%%%%);%
%%%%objectImg.load(objectImgPath);%
%%%%refreshView(objectImg,%widget.viewObjImg);%
}%
!

From the snippet of code we can see that a string named ‘objectImagePath’ is 

collected that will point to the path of the image of the device and will then store 

this inside a QImage. The application view is then refreshed to show the 

selected image. 

The string that consists of the path is also used to create a Mat item, which is a 

matrix that is used by OpenCV for SIFT. This is done by calling the SIFT class 

and passing the strings through the method header to the body, using the code 

shown below. 

void%mSIFT::inputImages(QString%_tmpObjPath,%QString%_tmpScnPath)%{%
%%%%time.start();%
%%%%printf("\nStage%1%G%Loading%Input%Images");%
%%%%objectImg%=%imread(QString(_tmpObjPath).toStdString());%
%%%%sceneImg%=%imread(QString(_tmpScnPath).toStdString());%
}%
!

By passing the path strings through to the C++ code, the process of converting 

the QImage to a matrix is bypassed; this stage existed in the first iteration of 

implementing the desktop variant. Once the matrices have been created, they 

can then be used by the SIFT algorithm to detect areas of interest from the 

image. 

As previously mentioned, the algorithms parameters can be changed in order to 

adjust the results. Changing the parameters of the detector can lead to varying 

results in the amount of keypoints located which in turn can affect the amount of 

descriptors that are generated. With a smaller selection of descriptors the 
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process of detecting objects from the scene will become increasingly difficult. In 

order to change these parameters the following code was used: 

mSIFT::mSIFT(double._tmpThreshold,.double._tmpEdgeThreshold,.double._tmpSomeValue).
{.
....siftDetector.=.new.SiftFeatureDetector(_tmpThreshold,._tmpEdgeThreshold);.
....siftExtractor.=.new.SiftDescriptorExtractor(_tmpSomeValue);.
}.
!

The SIFT algorithm implementation by OpenCV returns multiple matrices that 

includes data regarding the location of keypoints from the two images that were 

used, and the final resulting image. In order to generate an image from the 

matrices that were supplied a conversion method was used that detected the bit 

and channel of the formed matrix and then was converted by selecting the 

appropriate method to create a QImage, as shown in the code below. 

QImage'Base::Mat2QImage(Mat'const&'src)'{'
''''switch'(src.type())'{'
''''''''case'CV_16UC4:'{'
''''''''''''return'image(src.data,'src.cols,'src.rows,'src.step,'Format_RGB32);'
''''''''}'
'''''''''case'CV_8UC4:'{'
''''''''''''return'image(src.data,'src.cols,'src.rows,'src.step,'Format_RGB32);'
'''''''''}'
'''''''''case'CV_8UC3:'{'
''''''''''''QImage'image(src.data,'src.cols,'src.rows,'src.step,'Format_RGB888);'
''''''''''''return'image.rgbSwapped();'
'''''''''}'
''''''''''case'CV_8UC1:'{'
''''''''''''static'QVector<QRgb>''sColorTable;'
''''''''''''if'(sColorTable.isEmpty())'{'
'''''''''''''''for'(int'i'='0;'i'<'256;'++i)'
''''''''''''''''''sColorTable.push_back(qRgb(i,'i,'i));'
''''''''''''}'
''''''''''''QImage'image(src.data,'src.cols,'src.rows,'src.step,'Format_Indexed8);'
''''''''''''image.setColorTable(sColorTable);'
''''''''''''return'image;'
'''''''''}'
'''''''''default:'break;'
''''''}'
''''''return'QImage();'
}'
!

The formed QImage is then displayed in the GUI by refreshing the views of the 
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QGraphicsView widget: 

void%mGUI::refreshView(QImage%_tmpImage,%QGraphicsView*%_tmpView)%{%
%%%%%%%%QGraphicsScene*%scene%=%new%QGraphicsScene();%
%%%%%%%%QGraphicsView*%view%=%_tmpView;%
%%%%%%%%QGraphicsPixmapItem*%item%=%new%%%%%%%%
QGraphicsPixmapItem(QPixmap::fromImage(_tmpImage));%
%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%sceneD>addItem(item);%
%%%%%%%%viewD>setScene(scene);%
%%%%%%%%viewD>show();%
}%
!

 

5.2 Android Implementation 

There are numerous differences between the implementation of the Android 

algorithm and the desktop equivalent. The use of QT to rely upon the handling 

of the images and displaying of the results has been made redundant and has 

been replaced by using the tools Android supply for creating the GUI, and also 

the timing of the method execution also uses the native library code. 

As aforementioned, the OpenCV implementation of the SIFT algorithm is in C++ 

and in order to use this class the Java Native Interface (JNI) was used in order 

to access the C++ code from the Java file. 

5.2.1 Extracting Keypoints and Creating Descriptors 

The methods for locating the keypoints and creating the descriptors are 

relatively small as they rely upon the use a OpenCV library of an SIFT 

implementation. The following code was used to extract the keypoints from an 

image: 
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 void%extractKeyPoints()%{%
%%%%LOGD("Stage%1%<%Extract%KeyPoints");%
%%%%siftDetector%=%new%SiftFeatureDetector(0.5,%5.0);%
%%%%%
%%%%start%=%clock();%
%%%%%%%%siftDetector<>detect(objectImg,%objectKeypoints);%
%%%%finish%=%clock();%
%%%%objectKeypointsTime%=%(double)%(finish<start)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/1000);%
%%%%LOGD("\tObject%KeyPoints:%%d%found.\n",%objectKeypoints.size());%
%%
%%%%start%=%clock();%
%%%%%%%%siftDetector<>detect(sceneImg,%sceneKeypoints);%
%%%%finish%=%clock();%
%%%%sceneKeypointsTime%=%(double)%(finish<start)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/1000);%
%%%%LOGD("\tScene%Keypoints:%%d%found.",%sceneKeypoints.size());%
}%

%   
!

Similar to the desktop iteration, the Android version uses the class 

‘SIFTFeatureDetector’ to initialise a detector with differentiating parameters. 

However, the ‘SIFTDescriptorExtractor’ class was unable to be used for the 

implementation of the Android algorithm. The reason behind this issue was due 

to a reference error to the library that houses the class, and therefore an 

alternative method was used which required using a pointer to the feature 

extractor: 

void%extractDescriptors()%{%

%%%%LOGD("Stage%2%9%Extract%Descriptors");%

%%%%siftExtractor%=%DescriptorExtractor::create("SIFT");%

%%%%%

%%%%start%=%clock();%

%%%%%%%%siftExtractor9>compute(objectImg,%objectKeypoints,%objectDescriptors);%

%%%%finish%=%clock();%

%%%%objectDescriptorsTime%=%(double)%(finish9start)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/1000);%

%%%%LOGD("\tObject%Image:%%d%descriptors%extracted.",%objectDescriptors.rows);%

%%%%%

%%%%start%=%clock();%

%%%%%%%%siftExtractor9>compute(sceneImg,%sceneKeypoints,%sceneDescriptors);%

%%%%finish%=%clock();%

%%%%sceneDescriptorsTime%=%(double)%(finish9start)/(CLOCKS_PER_SEC/1000);%

%%%%LOGD("\tScene%Image:%%d%descriptors%extracted.\n",%sceneDescriptors.rows);%

%%%%%

%%%%neighbourMatching();%

}%

!
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5.2.2 Neighbourhood Matching 

Nearest neighbourhood matching has been used to match the descriptors 

between the two images. Each matched point from these images can minimise 

the Euclidean distance between the descriptors and to remove any matches 

that can be considered as being ambiguous. For this implementation the ration 

of 0.6 has been used and the process has been split into two different methods. 

The first method consists of the neighbourhood matching. The first method 

involves using the Fast Library Approximate Nearest Neighbour Search 

(FLANN) or the Brute-force Matcher library in order to match features. These 

two matching libraries have been included to provide alternative methods to 

matching the descriptor points and to provide alternative results on which 

process is most optimum at the matching process. 

FLANN uses the locality-sensitivity hashing (LSH) index, which requires 

different parameters that can be set dependent upon the importance of build-

time, search time and the memory footprint. For this implementation the 

following variables have been used: {12, 20, 2}. Each variable is a reference to 

the table number, key size and the multi-probe level, once this has been set the 

k-nearest neighbours algorithm is then used to find the nearest neighbour, 

creating a resulting matrix ‘resultsImg’. The implementation of this first method 

is shown below: 
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void%neighbourMatching()%{%

%%%%LOGD("Stage%3%;%Begin%Neighbour%Matching");%

%%%%neighboursAmount%=%2;%

%%%%useBruteforceMatcher%=%false;%

%%%%%

%%%%if(objectDescriptors.type()%==%CV_8U)%{%

%%%%%%%%LOGD("\t%Binary%Descriptors%Detected.\n");%

%%%%%%%%isBinary%=%true;%

%%%%%%%%if(useBruteforceMatcher)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%//%Do%Nothing%

%%%%%%%%}%else%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%bfMatcher%=%new%BFMatcher(NORM_HAMMING);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%bfMatcher;>knnMatch(objectDescriptors,%sceneDescriptors,%matches,%

neighboursAmount);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%flann::Index%flannIndex(sceneDescriptors,%flann::LshIndexParams(12,%

20,%2),%cvflann::FLANN_DIST_HAMMING);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%resultsImg%=%Mat(objectDescriptors.rows,%neighboursAmount,%CV_32SC1);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%distance%=%Mat(objectDescriptors.rows,%neighboursAmount,%CV_32FC1);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%//%Find%nearest%neighbour%

%%%%%%%%%%%%flannIndex.knnSearch(objectDescriptors,%resultsImg,%distance,%

neighboursAmount,%flann::SearchParams());%

%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%}%else%{%

%%%%%%%%//%CV_32F%

%%%%%%%%LOGD("\tFloat%Descriptors%Detected\n");%

%%%%%%%%isBinary%=%true;%

%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%if(useBruteforceMatcher)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%//%Do%Nothing%

%%%%%%%%}%else%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%bfMatcher%=%new%BFMatcher(NORM_L2);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%bfMatcher;>knnMatch(objectDescriptors,%sceneDescriptors,%matches,%

neighboursAmount);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%flann::Index%flannIndex(sceneDescriptors,%flann::KDTreeIndexParams(),%

cvflann::FLANN_DIST_EUCLIDEAN);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%resultsImg%=%Mat(objectDescriptors.rows,%neighboursAmount,%CV_32SC1);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%distance%=%Mat(objectDescriptors.rows,%neighboursAmount,%CV_32FC1);%

%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%//%Find%nearest%neighbour%

%%%%%%%%%%%%flannIndex.knnSearch(objectDescriptors,%resultsImg,%distance,%

neighboursAmount,%flann::SearchParams());%

%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%}%

%%%%neighbourMatchingProcess();%

}%

%  !
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The second method finds the nearest neighbour by using the nearest neighbour 

distance ratio. This method goes through each match and compares it to the 

nearest neighbour ratio multiplied by the distance of its neighbour, if the 

compared match is less than or equal to itself then the points or sorted 

accordingly. 

void%neighbourMatchingProcess()%{%

%%%%LOGD("Stage%4%=%Begin%Neighbour%Matching%Process");%

%%%%//%Find%nearest%neighbour%by%nearest%neighbour%distance%ratio%

%%%%nndrRatio%=%0.6;%

%%%%if(!useBruteforceMatcher)%{%

%%%%%%%%for(int%i%=%0;%i%<%objectDescriptors.rows;%i++)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%if(isBinary%||%distance.at<float>(i,%0)%<=%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%nndrRatio%*%distance.at<float>(i,%1))%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%matchedPoints1.push_back(objectKeypoints.at(i).pt);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%index1.push_back(i);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%matchedPoints2.push_back(sceneKeypoints.at(%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%resultsImg.at<int>(i,%0)).pt);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%index2.push_back(resultsImg.at<int>(i,%0));%

%%%%%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%}%else%{%

%%%%%%%%for(unsigned%int%i%=%0;%i%<%matches.size();%i++)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%if(isBinary%||%matches.at(i).at(0).distance%<=%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%nndrRatio%*%matches.at(i).at(i).distance)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

matchedPoints1.push_back(objectKeypoints.at(matches.at(i).at(0).queryIdx).pt);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%index1.push_back(matches.at(i).at(0).queryIdx);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

matchedPoints2.push_back(sceneKeypoints.at(matches.at(i).at(0).trainIdx).pt);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%index2.push_back(matches.at(i).at(0).trainIdx);%

%%%%%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%}%

%%%%homographyProcessing();%

}%

!
 

5.2.3 Homography Processing 

Once this method has been executed successfully, homography is performed. 

Homography and perspective transform have been used in this method to find 

an object within the image. Homography is the projective mapping between two 
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projection planes with the same centre of projection. The back-projection of the 

function is minimised if the parameter method is set to zero and all the point 

pairs are used to compute an initial homography estimate using a simple least-

squares scheme. 

In some instances the point pairs may not fit the perspective transformation and 

therefore, the estimation may be poor. In this instance, the RANSAC method is 

used to try different random subsets of corresponding point pairs to estimate 

the homography matrix and then compute the quality of the computed 

homography. Once a good quality homography has been produced, the outline 

of the object that has been found in the scene is drawn using the ‘line’ method: 
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void%homographyProcessing()%{%

%%%%LOGD("Stage%5%=%Begin%Homography");%

%%%%minInliers%=%8;%

%%%%if(matchedPoints1.size()%>=%minInliers)%{%

%%%%%%%%H%=%findHomography(matchedPoints1,%matchedPoints2,%CV_RANSAC,%1.0,%

outlierMask);%

%%%%%%%%inliers%=%0;%

%%%%%%%%outliers%=%0;%

%%%%%%%%%for(unsigned%int%k%=%0;%k%<%matchedPoints1.size();%k++)%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%if(outlierMask.at(k))%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%inliers++;%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%}%else%{%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%outliers++;%

%%%%%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%%%%%}%

%%%%}%

%

%%%%vector<Point2f>%objectCorners(4);%

%%%%vector<Point2f>%sceneCorners(4);%

%%%%mDrawMatches();%

%

%%%%%%objectCorners[0]%=%cvPoint(0,0);%

%%%%objectCorners[1]%=%cvPoint(objectImg.cols,%0);%

%%%%objectCorners[2]%=%cvPoint(objectImg.cols,%objectImg.rows);%

%%%%objectCorners[3]%=%cvPoint(0,%objectImg.rows);%

%%%%perspectiveTransform(objectCorners,%sceneCorners,%H);%

%%%%line(resultsImg,%sceneCorners[0]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%

%%%%%%%%%sceneCorners[1]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%Scalar(0,%255,%0),%4%

%%%%);%

%%%%line(resultsImg,%sceneCorners[1]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%

%%%%%%%%sceneCorners[2]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%Scalar(%0,%255,%0),%4%

%%%%);%

%%%%line(resultsImg,%sceneCorners[2]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%

%%%%%%%%sceneCorners[3]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%Scalar(%0,%255,%0),%4%

%%%%);%

%%

%%%%line(resultsImg,%sceneCorners[3]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%

%%%%%%%%sceneCorners[0]%+%Point2f(objectImg.cols,%0),%Scalar(%0,%255,%0),%4%

%%%%);%

}%

!
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5.3 Test Plan Design 

The implementation of the SIFT algorithm for personal computers were tested 

on two machines running Ubuntu 13.10. The personal computers consisted of a 

desktop computer, and a laptop with the hardware of the two machines varying 

with different processors and amounts of RAM. Table 7 supplies an overview of 

the different hardware that is being used by the devices. 

Table 7 – The specification of the PC and Laptop for testing 

Machine Processor RAM 

Lenovo ThinkPad T420 
(Laptop) 

Intel i5-2530 
Dual-Core 
2.5 GHz 

4 Gb 

Custom Built PC 
(Desktop) 

Intel i5-750 
Quad-Core 
2.66 GHz 

16 Gb 

 

The parameters that will be used for the personal computer version is shown in 

Table 8. The parameters will be the same for the Android implementation, and 

the magnification of the descriptor extractor will also be adjusted to a constant 

scale throughout the test evaluation. 

Table 8 – Parameters used for SIFT on the desktop implementation 

 Threshold Edge 
Threshold Magnification 

Parameters A 0.01 1.0 3.0 
Parameters B 0.03 3.0 3.0 
Parameters C 0.05 5.0 3.0 

 

The mobile version of the algorithm will be tested on four mobile-devices, they 

consisted of varying models and different Android operating systems to supply 

a broader view on how the algorithm can perform across a wide range of 

devices. Table 9 supplies an overview of the different mobile devices are going 

to be used and the architecture that are used in these devices. 
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Table 9 – Specification of the Mobile Devices used for testing 

Mobile Device Processor Architecture RAM 

Archos 40 Titanium 
MediaTek MT6572 

Dual-Core 
1.3 GHz 

ARMv7 512 MB 

Asus Nexus 7 (1st 
Generation) 

Nvidia Tegra 3 
Quad-Core 

1.2 GHz 
ARMv7a 1 GB 

Sony Xperia E 

Qualcomm MSM7227A 
Snapdragon 
Single-Core 

1 GHz 

ARMv7a 512 MB 

Sony Xperia Z Ultra 

Qualcomm MSM8974 
Snapdragon 800 

Quad-Core 
2.2 GHz Krait 

ARMv7 2 GB 

 

A larger selection of mobile devices is used for the testing of the algorithm, as 

the study is to research whether object recognition is a feasible task with the 

large selection of devices that are available on the market. Although this is not 

an exhaustive list of devices, it is a list of devices that are currently on the 

market, with each device having varying levels of specification. The parameters 

that are going to be used for the Android algorithm are displayed in Table 10. 

Table 10 – The parameters used for SIFT on the Android implementation 

 Threshold Edge Threshold 

Parameters A 0.01 1.0 
Parameters B 0.03 3.0 
Parameters C 0.05 5.0 

 

Three experiments are going to be held, with each experiment consisting of a 

different object that will need to be recognised from a single image of a scene, 

which includes all three objects, with occlusion being present.  

The three images that are used for the evaluation of the desktop and Android 

implementation were also used by Lowe (1999), for testing the SIFT algorithm 

he initially implemented in C. Figures 12, 13 and 14 each show the objects that 

are to be recognised from the scene, depicted in Figure 15. 
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Figure 11. Basmati Object 

 

Figure 12. Book Object 

 

Figure 13. Box Object 

The resolution of each image is different and therefore can affect the amount of 

keypoints located from within the image, therefore this could affect the time that 

is taken for locating the keypoints, and extraction of the descriptors. The 

resolution of the images is shown in Table 11 and is represented in a 

measurement of pixels. 

Table 11 - Image Resolutions of the Objects and Scene 

Image Resolution 
Box 324 x 223 

Book 338 x 289 
Basmati 265 x 175 
Scene 512 x 384 

 

Each experiment being performed will use a different set of parameters across 

the six machines. Each instance of the experiment will be completed three 

times to enable an average of execution time to be calculated. The amount of 

keypoints located and descriptors extracted from the image will also be 

measured to supply a correlation to the time taken, and the amount of keypoints 

and descriptors that have been generated. 

This item has been 
removed due to 3rd 
Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of 
the thesis can be 
viewed in the 
Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.

This item has been removed 
due to 3rd Party Copyright. 
The unabridged version of 
the thesis can be viewed in 
the Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.

This item has been 
removed due to 3rd 
Party Copyright. The 
unabridged version of 
the thesis can be 
viewed in the 
Lanchester Library 
Coventry University.
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Figure 14. Experiment Image: Scene of all objects 

5.4 Experiment Results 

The experiment conducted produced results on the time it had taken for the 

algorithm to be executed. Six variables were measured, the time it had taken for 

the keypoints and descriptors to be generated for the object and scene image, 

and the amount of keypoints and descriptors that were generated. The amount 

of keypoints and descriptors that were generated for each experiments were the 

same for each device with the different parameters used, these are displayed in 

Table 12. 

Table 12. Keypoints Located and Descriptors Extracted for each experiment 

Experiment with Parameters A Keypoints Located Descriptors Extracted 

1 300 

500 2 341 

3 221 

 

Experiment with Parameters B Keypoints Located Descriptors Extracted 

1 604 

969 2 848 

3 489 

 

 

This item has been removed due to 3rd Party 
Copyright. The unabridged version of the thesis 
can be viewed in the Lanchester Library Coventry 
University.
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Experiment with Parameters C Keypoints Located Descriptors Extracted 

1 724 

1313 2 1128 

3 692 

 

The graph in Figure 15 shows that for each set of parameters that were used, 

the amount of keypoints and descriptors computed increases. An interesting 

result is the amount of descriptors that were extracted for set B compared to set 

A. The amount of keypoints extracted for the book with parameter set B was 

848, for parameter set A it was 341, this is an increase of 507. Looking at the 

results for the box image, the amount increased by 304 between the two sets, a 

less increase than the other image. The reason behind this would be amount of 

pixels present in the book image, than the box image with the book having 

97,682 pixels whereas the box image has 72,252 pixels. 

 

Figure 15 - Amount of Keypoints and Descriptors Computed 

5.4.1 Evaluation of Parameter Set A 

The results gather from this experiment are too large to display in the report, 

therefore the table of results for this parameter set can be found in Appendix A 

along with the graphs showing a comparison of how each device performed 

against one another for each experiment can be found in Appendix B. 
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From the analysis of the results, we can see that the Lenovo T420 laptop was 

the quickest at locating the keypoints and extracting the descriptors from the 

object images and scene image across all three experiments. The locating of 

the keypoints of interest from the three images all produced results below 50 

milliseconds, where extracting the keypoints of interest from the scene resulted 

in fewer than 90 milliseconds. The larger computational time for the scene 

image can be expected due to a larger resolution of the scene image in 

comparison to the object images. 

The worst for the location of the keypoints and generation of the descriptors 

was the Sony Xperia E mobile phone. The phone had the lowest processor 

clock speed out of all the devices (1GHz single-core) and therefore the results 

were to be expected as the amount of calculations that can be performed on a 

single-core processor in comparison to a quad-core processor. 

The Sony Xperia Z Ultra results as shown in Table 13 shows that less time was 

taken to compute the object descriptors in comparison to the scene descriptors. 

The results of the table show the amount of time taken to extract the descriptors 

in milliseconds and are the average time of the three executions that were 

performed. The overall results were to be expected as the scene has a greater 

amount of pixels due to a larger resolution. However, in direct contrast the 

results of the Desktop PC are reversed, the computation time of extracting 

descriptors from the object took far longer than the scene image.  

Table 13 Results of the Sony Xperia Z Ultra versus the Desktop PC 

Sony	  Xperia	  Z	  Ultra	   	   Desktop	  PC	  
	  

	  	  
Object	  

Descriptor	  
Scene	  

Descriptor	   	  
Object	  

Descriptor	  
Scene	  

Descriptor	  
	  

Time	  (m/s)	   	   Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1a	   379.33	   856.33	   	   1581.00	   639.67	  

E-‐2a	   444.00	   836.00	   	   5478.33	   629.67	  

E-‐3a	   247.67	   814.33	   	   985.67	   632.00	  
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5.4.2 Evaluation of Parameter Set B 

The performance of this parameter set performed best across all devices, for all 

the different images that were used. The set managed to generate a larger 

amount of keypoints and descriptors in comparison to set ‘A’ and also achieved 

this in a smaller execution time. The table of results for this parameter set can 

be found in Table 14, showing the average of the three executions and all times 

measured in milliseconds, whilst the graphs of comparison for each experiment 

can be located in Appendix D. 

Table 14. Results for Parameters Set B 

Sony	  Xperia	  Z	  Ultra	  

	  	  
Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  
Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   246.33	   681.00	   415.67	   863.00	  

E-‐2b	   323.00	   690.33	   555.00	   887.00	  

E-‐3b	   171.33	   685.67	   302.33	   895.00	  
 

Sony	  Xperia	  E	  

	  	  

Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  

Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   811.67	   2320.67	   1200.67	   2738.00	  

E-‐2b	   1098.33	   2314.33	   1598.33	   2741.67	  

E-‐3b	   534.00	   2372.00	   849.67	   2882.67	  
 

Archos	  Titanium	  40	  

	  	  
Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  
Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   529.00	   1571.33	   739.33	   1777.33	  

E-‐2b	   708.00	   1487.00	   1001.67	   1771.00	  

E-‐3b	   360.67	   1509.00	   517.00	   1771.00	  
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Google	  Nexus	  7	  -‐	  1st	  Generation	  

	  	  
Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  
Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   471.33	   1329.33	   739.33	   1716.33	  

E-‐2b	   620.33	   1303.67	   969.33	   1771.67	  

E-‐3b	   310.00	   1288.00	   510.67	   1676.33	  
 

Lenovo	  ThinkPad	  T420	  

	  	  
Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  
Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   43.00	   77.33	   836.00	   118.33	  

E-‐2b	   46.33	   77.67	   808.33	   104.67	  

E-‐3b	   31.33	   77.67	   994.00	   104.00	  
 

Desktop	  PC	  

	  	  
Object	   Scene	   Object	   Scene	  

Keypoints	   Descriptors	  
Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1b	   198.00	   472.67	   972.00	   670.00	  

E-‐2b	   263.00	   475.00	   1133.00	   678.33	  

E-‐3b	   135.00	   472.33	   1157.00	   670.33	  
 

The Sony Xperia E and Archos Titanium 40 had a notable difference in 

performance with the use of this parameter set. In each instance, the time taken 

of locating the keypoints decreased by 48.5% with the Sony Xperia E and 

decreased by 57.81% with the Archos Titanium 40. The likelihood of this 

decrease could be due to the larger threshold that has been used the weak 

features can be filtered out, and therefore less time is used to locate keypoints 

of interest. 

The box-graph in Figure 16 shows the results of the experiment using a book as 
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the image with the parameter set ‘B’ used. The Sony Xperia E stands out the 

most with the largest execution time for all keypoints and descriptors that were 

generated. 

The Nexus 7 and Archos Titanium 40 devices fair similar results, with the other 

devices also being within close range to one another. The reasoning behind the 

large execution time for the Sony Xperia E is due to the lack of processing 

power that is present in the device. The device has a single-core processor that 

is clocked at one gigahertz, which is significantly slower when compared to the 

other dual-core and quad-core processors that are present in the other devices. 

 

Figure 16. Graph of Experiment 2 with Parameter Set B 

Comparing the Archos Titanium 40 and the Nexus 7, their results are quite 

similar with not a great variance between the two. This is a surprising result 

considering the Nexus 7 consists of a quad-core processor, clocked at 1.2 GHz, 

whereas the Archos device has a dual-core processor, clocked at 1.3 GHz with 

half the amount of RAM. These results are similar across all three experiments 

for these devices with this parameter set as each image resulted in a similar 

reduction in execution time. 
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The amount of descriptors extracted increased with the change of parameters 

and this therefore lead to an increase in the computational time. This result was 

to be expected due to the increase in the amount of descriptors going from 500 

to 969 and the descriptors need to be matched with one another for the 

recognition of the object.  

5.4.3 Evaluation of Parameter Set C 

The parameter set used for this experiment although performing better than the 

parameter set A, took longer to compute the keypoints and descriptors than the 

parameter set B.  Table 15 shows the percentage increase of time it has taken 

to compute the object keypoints of interest for the Sony Xperia Z Ultra mobile 

phone for parameter set ‘B’ and ‘C’. 

Table 15 Percentage Increases of Parameters B and C for the Sony Xperia Z Ultra 

Sony	  Xperia	  Z	  Ultra	  

	  	  

Object	  Keypoints	   Object	  Keypoints	  

%	  Increase	  Parameter	  B	   Parameter	  C	  

Time	  (m/s)	  

E-‐1	   246.33	   290.00	   17.73%	  

E-‐2	   323.00	   397.00	   22.91%	  

E-‐3	   171.33	   210.67	   22.96%	  
 

The increase in the computational time locating the object keypoints would be 

due to the increase of the keypoints and descriptors size. The full results of the 

experiment with parameters set ‘C’ are in Appendix E and the graphs of results 

are shown in Appendix F. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Further Work 
Upon the analysis of the results for the experiments it is noted that object 

recognition on mobile devices is feasible. Although the performance of 

extracting the descriptors and generation of the keypoints is not quite desktop-

like performance, the general direction of the results it shows a decrease in the 

computation time. 

During the implementation of the algorithm for mobile devices it occurred that 

the implementation can be improved to increase the efficiency of obtaining the 

results, further work such as threading could be explored. With the inclusion of 

threads on the next iteration, this could provide a decrease in the time that is 

taken to compute the keypoints and descriptors. This can be achieved by using 

threads for the location of keypoints and the extraction of descriptors for the 

scene and objects to be done simultaneously. 

The current version of the algorithm computes the keypoints and descriptors for 

each image individually and this therefore increases the time that is taken to 

execute the code. For example, looking at the results for the Lenovo laptop, we 

can see that the extraction of the keypoints for the images had taken a total of 

109 milliseconds. This could be completed in 77.67 milliseconds, which was 

how long it had taken to extract the scene keypoints. 

Further work on this research would include the implementation of the DAISY 

algorithm for personal computers and Android mobile devices. Implementing 

DAISY could provide another set of results to compare against SIFT. To 

implement DAISY a library is available by Tola (2008) from his Git repository, 

online. Using the source code a library file can be compiled which can assist in 

evaluation of the algorithm on the personal computers. However, the library 

generated and supplied by Tola is only available for x86/x64 architecture, and 

the compilation for ARM processors can be completed using the ARM compiler 

that is present in the Android NDK framework. 

Tola (2008) also supplied sample code with instructions on how the algorithm 
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can be used to extract descriptors for a single image. The code as supplied can 

be re-used to extract the descriptors for two images, and with slight modification 

the output from the descriptor can be stored in an OpenCV matrix that can then 

be used to perform a match between the two descriptors, with the FLANN 

matching algorithm used in the SIFT implementation being used for the DAISY 

algorithm. 

The original proposition of the research was to see if object-recognition could 

be completed in real-time using the camera sensor. From this experiment it has 

been concluded that object recognition on mobile devices can be achieved 

using static images, one of an object, and another with an object in a scene. 

However, what would the feasibility be of object recognition in real-time on 

mobile devices? Therefore, adjusting the current implementation of SIFT to be 

used with the camera sensor found on the mobile devices; this would be the 

next progression. This could also include the experimentation of tracking an 

object that is moving throughout the scene.  
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Appendix A – Table Results for Parameter A 

Sony Xperia Z Ultra 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 262.00 808.67 379.33 856.33 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 356.00 851.33 444.00 836.00 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
179.67 819.67 247.67 814.33 

          

Sony Xperia E 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 1091.00 4506.33 1083.33 2662.33 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 1636.67 4457.00 1327.00 2671.00 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
657.00 4523.00 686.33 2720.67 

          

Archos Titanium 40 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 724.67 3724.00 691.00 1705.00 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 937.67 3434.00 837.00 1702.00 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
431.33 3241.33 426.33 1748.00 
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Google Nexus 7 - 1st Generation 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 562.67 1791.67 677.33 1677.00 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 770.00 1906.00 820.33 1696.33 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
365.67 1925.67 415.00 1587.67 

          

Lenovo ThinkPad T420 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 43.00 88.00 774.00 99.00 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 48.00 85.33 1068.33 97.00 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
30.33 84.33 831.67 96.00 

          

Desktop PC 

  

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1a - Box 
(Average) 267.67 687.00 1581.00 639.67 

E-2a - Book 
(Average) 348.33 679.67 5478.33 629.67 

E-3a  - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
173.00 677.67 985.67 632.00 
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Appendix B – Graph Results for Parameter A 
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Appendix C – Table Results for Parameter B 

Sony Xperia Z Ultra 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 246.33 681.00 415.67 863.00 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 323.00 690.33 555.00 887.00 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
171.33 685.67 302.33 895.00 

     
Sony Xperia E 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 811.67 2320.67 1200.67 2738.00 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 1098.33 2314.33 1598.33 2741.67 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
534.00 2372.00 849.67 2882.67 

     
Archos Titanium 40 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 529.00 1571.33 739.33 1777.33 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 708.00 1487.00 1001.67 1771.00 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
360.67 1509.00 517.00 1771.00 
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Google Nexus 7 - 1st Generation 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 471.33 1329.33 739.33 1716.33 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 620.33 1303.67 969.33 1771.67 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
310.00 1288.00 510.67 1676.33 

     
Lenovo ThinkPad T420 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 43.00 77.33 836.00 118.33 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 46.33 77.67 808.33 104.67 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
31.33 77.67 994.00 104.00 

     
Desktop PC 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1b - Box 
(Average) 198.00 472.67 972.00 670.00 

E-2b - Book 
(Average) 263.00 475.00 1133.00 678.33 

E-3b - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
135.00 472.33 1157.00 670.33 
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Appendix D – Graph Results for Parameter B 
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Appendix E – Table of Results for Parameter C 

Sony Xperia Z Ultra 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 290.00 771.67 437.00 919.33 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 397.00 785.67 635.33 909.33 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
210.67 793.67 359.67 955.67 

     
Sony Xperia E 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 970.00 2705.00 1225.33 2939.33 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 1323.00 2632.00 1810.00 2835.67 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
645.00 2664.00 934.67 2971.33 

     
Archos Titanium 40 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 649.00 1711.67 774.33 1909.33 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 850.00 1694.33 1124.67 1894.00 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
1265.00 1707.33 612.67 1899.00 
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Google Nexus 7 - 1st Generation 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 546.67 1502.33 778.67 1761.00 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 738.00 1480.33 1133.67 1823.67 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
369.00 1493.67 579.00 1759.33 

     
Lenovo ThinkPad T420 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 48.33 98.67 789.33 117.00 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 59.67 99.00 862.00 117.00 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
35.33 99.33 960.33 118.33 

     
Desktop PC 

 

Object 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Keypoints 
Time (ms) 

Object 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

Scene 
Descriptor 
Time (ms) 

E-1c - Box 
(Average) 224.00 530.00 951.33 733.00 

E-2c - Book 
(Average) 296.33 533.00 940.67 734.67 

E-3c - 
Basmati 

(Average) 
153.00 530.67 846.33 732.33 
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Appendix F – Graph of Results for Parameter C 
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Appendix G – Paper Results for Archos Titanium 40 
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Appendix H – Paper Results for Nexus 7 
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Appendix I – Paper Results for Sony Xperia E 
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Appendix J – Paper Results for Sony Xperia Z Ultra 
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Appendix K – Paper Results for Lenovo T420 
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Appendix L – Paper Results for Desktop PC 
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